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SEMINAR 1

Global Trends and How to Leverage Them

The New Abnormal:” How to leverage
changing consumer behaviour'
with Sean Pillot de Chenecey, Researcher,
Strategist, Podcaster and Author of ‘Influencers
& Revolutionaries’ and ‘The New Abnormal’, UK

During a chaotic 2020, we went through an extraordinary shared experience, which
provided an enforced ‘pause, reflect & reset’. What was unusual became usual, and
the atypical was often accepted as normal.
In 2021, despite being repeatedly told that ‘normality’ will soon return, we await
clarity on the definition of ‘normal’. Sean’s understanding of the situation, on an
individual and societal basis, is founded on deep levels of research conducted into
hope, community & resilience. It’s those issues which Sean believes show a way
forward re: what he termed ‘The New Abnormal’ and the implications are profound.
In Sean’s talk, he will therefore focus on:
Why hope is a crucial element needed to help us plan for a better future.
Why focusing on ‘stronger-together’ community action benefits all concerned.
Why using resilience tactics enables people and organisations to be ‘anti-fragile’
About Sean
Sean Pillot de Chenecey is a foresight strategist, public speaker, podcast host and
author. His first book ‘The Post-Truth Business’ focuses on trust, empathy and ethics;
the second ‘Influencers & Revolutionaries’ on innovation, behavioural change and
sustainability. Sean’s podcast, ‘The New Abnormal’, illuminates cultural, social and
brand-futures issues re: the impact of Covid-19.
Sean is fascinated by the individuals, movements & events that shine a light on social
and cultural change. As a result, he has a deep level of knowledge regarding the
genuine issues impacting brands from a ‘Now / Next / Why’ perspective. He's given
talks at marketing conferences and cultural events from San Francisco to Berlin to
Tokyo. He has lectured on marketing trends and consumer behaviour at leading
universities for over a decade.
Following a decade spent with cutting-edge agencies, Sean co-founded the trend &
strategy consultancy Brand Positive, gaining actionable insights for leading brands in
a wide range of sectors. They’ve worked across an extensive range of insight, trend,
npd & strategy projects for clients from multi-nationals to NGO’s, plus numerous
leading agencies. This activity has involved a mass of ethnographic fieldwork, focus
groups and expert interviews in the UK / EU, along with projects around the globe.
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Emerging Trends from Latin America
with Gaby Arriaga, Founder of Leonardo 1452,
Author of #NearFutureThinking, Mexico

Latin America is a region that seems overlooked when it comes to innovation. In this
webinar, you will learn how one of the most resilient regions of the world combines
creativity and cultural values to do business in these unparalleled times.
Gaby will build on Leonardo1452’s 11 years of experience analysing trends, to explain
how to identify trends and above all, what happens in moments of crisis. She will use
concepts from her book 'Near Future Thinking' to explain how consumer trends are
born, and how they evolve and are amplified, helping you anticipate and react to the
next crisis.
About Gaby
Gaby is a Mexican consumer trends specialist, author, entrepreneur, and brand
consultant. She is the founder of Leonardo1452, a trends consultancy firm specialized
in Latin American markets. Gaby published her first book Near Future Thinking © in
2020 about how market-shifting consumer trends are developed. In her book, she
also presents a guide to four brand archetypes that companies can use to position
themselves in the market.
Through her firm, Gaby leads a network of trend hunters in the Americas and Europe.
Together, they provide inspiration and guidance to companies such as Google,
Mondeléz, Nestlé, Kellogg, Sanofi, among others.
Gaby is a Latin American renowned expert on consumer trends, innovation, future,
and marketing. She regularly speaks at conferences in Europe and across Latin
America.
She has lived, studied, and worked in Austin, Texas, Barcelona, and Mexico City. Gaby
has learned to easily adapt and understand different cultures and markets in a very
short time.
Gaby believes this pandemic has changed the world forever and there’s no “back to
normal”. It’s about “building the world again” instead.
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Emerging Trends from Africa
with Kemdi Ebi, Co-Founder, Versus and CoFounder, Enter Five, Nigeria

Kemdi is a proven pioneer and stern advocate for innovation that yields sustainable
growth for the African continent.
Kemdi is the Co-Founder and CEO of Enterfive LLC/Limited - an agency created to
help African companies launch and scale their operations through innovative
solutions. With over a decade of experience across consulting, software sales and
product development, Kemdi incepted Enterfive alongside his partner, Ikezi
Kamanu when they met in New York back in 2011.
While ideating on progressive ideas to aggregate local African sentiment data on
topics and candidates during the Nigerian political elections, fast forward to 2015 and
they turned on operations of Enterfive and developed the initial iteration of
Enterfive's flagship product, Versus. Versus combines online and offline data to give
brands competitive insights into the African market.
Enterfive (including its product Versus) currently serves top clients across key
industries including Banking/Finance, Consumer Goods, Arts/Lifestyle - both within
Africa and globally. Enterfive has also successfully served and help scale some of the
best SMEs in the African continent.
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From Trends to Innovation
with Henry Coutinho-Mason, Author, “The Future
Normal” and former Managing Director,
Trendwatching, UK

Henry is obsessed with exploring new ways to answer the biggest question in
business: "what will people want next?"
His latest project is working with Wall St Journal bestselling author Rohit Bhargava on
a new book “The Future Normal: The Ideas & Instigators Building a Fairer, Healthier
and Greener Future For Us All”, due out Summer 2021. His previous book, "TrendDriven Innovation" laid out a simple, accessible approach to anticipating customer
expectations. It forms the basis of TrendWatching’s research, content & product that
is used by 100,000 B2C professionals at hundreds of the world’s leading brands.
Henry continues to work with clients on scenario planning, futures thinking, and
consumer trend & innovation strategy, typically around The Future of X (retail,
mobile, digital, luxury, travel, etc.). He also consults on B2B content & SaaS strategy,
the digital transformation of research, and community engagement.
As a speaker, Henry has given more than 100 inspiring and practical presentations &
workshops in 30+ countries. He is also regularly quoted as a trend expert in business
publications, including HBR, The Guardian, the FT, AdMap, The New York Times and
The Economist, and has appeared on television networks such as CNBC, the BBC, Al
Jazeera and Brazil's Globo News.
As co-founder of 3Space, Henry is an award-winning social entrepreneur. With its
innovative solution to generating social value from empty commercial property,
3Space was commended in Fast Company's World Changing Ideas 2019, won the
European section of the FT/Citi Urban Ingenuity Awards in 2013, and was selected in
NESTA's New Radicals in 2012.
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From Trends to Strategy
with David Hopper, Founder and Owner, H2
Partners, UK

David's introduction
I once worked with a company who committed to making the smallest phones in the
world. They were responding to what seemed a trend for ever smaller devices. But
what people were really seeking was convenience, and trading screen real estate to
make room in purses and pockets was a complex trade-off. The company had
misread a trend, formed a strategy around it, and went out of business soon
afterwards.
People like to talk trends. It’s an interesting discussion, full of excitement, optimism
and signs of opportunity; a great framework for change agents, visionaries,
organisational engineers… SEO and analytics can be addictive.
But spotting a trend is a long way from understanding how it might (or might not) knit
with business growth and long-term brand strategy. Meeting trends is rarely a goal in
itself. Sometimes, trend presentations leave audiences interested but baffled as to
how to mesh with the business. When to ignore a trend and when to follow is a key
decision that, for example, Nokia got badly mixed up.
Seminar content
Attendees to this webinar will look at how smart brand planning takes the sensible,
selective, perhaps even sceptical, view of trends – working out how these can be
adapted to the strategic aims, not become a distraction to them.
As part of the discussion, we will discuss emerging trends in four key topical areas
and how to assess what they might really be telling us:
Brand purpose and alignment with cultural values.
Post-COVID and the “new normal”. Temporary or permanent?
The new technological revolution (move to on-line, low carbon, AR/AI…). Saviour or
captor?
What it means to be human. (Age, mindfulness, mental health…)
After 4 powerful sessions on the search for trends, we now conclude this mini-series
by this webinar examining how to keep ourselves focused on the realities of the
target and the business.

